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Cooler with a
high of 44.

Under review

On a roll

Council on Academic Affairs
finishes its program reviews.

Men's basketball team
stretches streak to three.
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A hard look
Eastern's reaccreditation team
preparing for April 1 deadline
By TOM LAW
Staff writer

pydog
Bumgart plays with his roommate's dog, Ivan, Saturday
n in the Librwy Quad.

More than 150 students, faculty and staff members are
expected to gather information
on every facet of the university's operation as Eastern prepares for reaccreditation next
February.
Organized under a 22-member steering committee and 15
subcommittees, the group
began a self-study last spring
as part of the university's process of reaccreditation by the
North Central Association of
Colleges.
Eastern, which was last
accredited in 1985, began the
process last February by applying to NCAC, said Steve
Whitley, director of general
education.
Kandy Baumgardner, a professor of zoology and head of
the steering committee, said
the subcommittees are now
working on individual reports,
which are expected to be completed by April 1.
"Kandy will then pull all
that information into a single
self-study," Whitley said.
Whitley, who is serving as
resource gatherer in the pro-
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..,L he process is very important. If a
school is not accredited, its degree is not
recognized."
-DavidJoms
Eastern's president
cess, said the study should be
completed by early September,
when it will be proofread, published and sent to the NCAC
offices in Chicago.
"Everything was closely
studied," Baumgardner said.
"Academics, community relations, research by faculty . . .
nothing went unstudied."
The 15 subcommittees, consisting of a faculty chair, a vice
president, treasurer, student
senate members and other faculty and staff members, developed and administered three
random-sample questionnaires
to gather much of the information, Baumgardner said.
The surveys focused on students, faculty and civil service
members.
Eastern President David
Jorns, who periodically ha:>
met ~ith Baumgardner and

the steering committee, stressed the necessity of this process.
"The process is very important," Joms said. "If a school is
not accredited, its degree is not
recognized."
"The United States is the
only country in the world to
have a self-monitored school
system," Whitley said. "We voluntarily invite our peers to
help us in analysis and accreditation."
He said the NCAC is comprised of former administrators, faculty and staff members of colleges accredited by
the organization.
The NCAC, which covers all
colleges and universities in 19
states, is one of five different
accrediting organizations in
the country, Baumgardner
said.

thskeller gets OK as bar Speech to discuss
ternative, coffee house
effects of hip hop
Rathskeller in the Martin Luther King
Diversity Union's Rathskeller will be used
coffeehouse on Saturdays beginning next
semester, Student Government members
· ley Von Bokel, executive vice president of
t Government, said tentative plans are
n the Rathskeller restaurant every
y next fall from 8 p.m. to midnight. Von
said a student talent show will be staged
30 as a "trial test" for next fall.
Bokel said she hopes to get student acts
· g musical performers, poetry readings
others to make the April 30 talent show a
case of next fall's coffeehouse entertainBokel said the coffeehouse will be open
·vely on Saturday nights only because the
urant is also used by the university to hold
ets and wedding receptions.
thskeller committee member Gail Valker
the coffeehouse will be a great opportunity
dents to publicize their talents.
re aren't really a lot of places on campus
students can get up and do their own
y or poetry in front of people,"she said.

She said the Rathskeller committee will
advertise this week the positions of talent
director, art director, promotions director, master of ceremonies and student organization representative.
Committee member Dylan McNeill said he's
had experience overseeing two other coffeehouses before attending Eastern. McNeill thinks
promoting talent from within the university
will be one of the best tools to publicize the
Rathskeller coffeehouse.
"I hope to get some cross-campus communication going to get help from the theater, music,
speech and other departments," McNeill said. "I
do not want to advertise this as a bar alternative."
At this stage, McNeill said providing students with the opportunity to attend a coffeehouse regularly is more important than trying
to make a profit from the plan.
"You don't make money off coffeehouses,"
McNeill said, adding he'd like to get local business to offer prizes for winners of student-talent
acts. "The only expenses we'll have is to buy our
own sound system. Money is not a concern."
In mid-January, the Union Advisory Board
formed a committee to oversee the technical
aspects of transforming the Rathskeller restaurant into a mult-purpose bar alternative.

By ADAM McBUGH
Activities editor

• Essay contest

The impact of rap and hip- deadline coming
hop music genres on African to a close. Page S. ·
Americans and society will
be examined by a local edu- rap on society, she thought
cator today.
he would be an appropriate
Brisbane Rouzan, assis- addition to the month's protant vice president of aca- gramming.
demic affairs at Illinois State
"Because the month has
University in Normal, will the theme 'A Taste of Black
speak on "Rap and the Hip- Culture,' this subject had to
Hop Generation" at 7:30 be included because these
p.m. in the Kansas Room of types of music are exactly
the Martin Luther King Jr. that," Jones said.
University Union.
She said the presentation
The presentation, which is should be fascinating to indipart of Eastern's celebration
viduals on both sides of the
of Black Hist.ory Month, will issue.
present critical views on rap
"(The impact of rap on
and the controversial them.es society) is certainly one of
associated with it such as the hot topics right~ with
gang violence.
some people seeing it just as
Johnetta Jones, director of another type of music and
the Minority Affairs Office, others see it as a bad intlusaid when she heard Rouzan
" Continued on Page2
was researching the eft'ect of
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Lincoln's early romance discredited
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The
legend of Abraham Lincoln's
early romance with Ann
Rutledge was further discredited by a newly discovered letter written by a New
Salem neighbor of the future
president, scholars say.
The letter, written by R.J.
Onstott, vehemently denied
that Lincoln was romantically involved with Rutledge,
who died in 1835 at age 19.
Onstott was only about 5
years old when Rutledge
died. Despite his early age,
he would have had some personal knowledge of her death
as well as recollections of
family discussions of the
event, said Wayne Temple,
chief deputy director of the
Illinois State Archives.
Lincoln was acquainted
with Rutledge when they
lived in New Salem, a village
of about -25 families 15 miles
northwest of Springfield.

Abe made into iceman
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
(AP) - Forget F;rosty the
Snowman and his friends.

Artist Fran Volz has
sculpt.ad an ice bust of Abraham Lintol:n that's attracted
hundreds ·of school clli.l~
impersonators and othe,-s
eager to pose for a snapshot
with Honest Abe.
"It malt~ me feel really
good that rve done a good
jpb, and it makes poople feel
happy;" Volz said Friday ~
he pat.ehed up melt.ed areas
oo the 16th preeident's face.
"When people drive by
and honk, it jufft keeps you
But the first known public
reference to any romance
came many years after her
untimely death.
William
Herndon ,
Lincoln's law partner, told of

going." he said.
Among those visiting the
sCulpture recently was state
Rep. Carolyn Krause, RMount Prospect, who posed
for a picture with Lincoln's
icy mug.
"There's no more appro~
prlate Republican," Krause
said, adding she might use
the picture in her campaign
lit.erature.
Volz's lawn art also has
attracted foreign tourists,
although most visitors are
average AmeriC811$ celebrating the Great Emancipators
185th birthday Saturday.
a love between Lincoln and
Rutledge during a speech in
Springfield more than 30
years after her death.
"Billy Herndon started this
hogwash in 1866 in a lecture

at the court house to shock
everybody," Temple said. "He
liked to sensationalize."
In his biography of Lincoln, published in 1889,
Herndon expanded on this
theme and said that the future president and Rutledge
were engaged and that he
was disconsolate with her
loss.
"Herndon tied this into
Lincoln acting so melancholy
all his life," Temple said. "He
had a melancholy disposition,
and he could be very sad."
Herndon's account was
widely accepted until historians began doubting it in the
1920s, after which it fell into
total disrepute.
Only recently, though, the
romance has been given
some new credibility by a few
historians.
Onstott's letter was written to a friend, R.Y. Kincaid,
a bookshop owner in Athens.

Aide: No

Beatles
reunion
NEW YORK (AP) London newspaper repo
that the three survivi
Beatles are planning
concert in Central Park ·
an "out and out lie,"
aide to Paul McCartne
said Sunday. A spokes
man for John Lennon'
family said he knew no
ing about the concer
either.
Jeff Baker, McCartney'!
personal assistant, tol
ABC Radio News tha
"there's not a shred
truth" to the report in
Mail on Sunday.
The group last pe
formed in London in J
uary 1969.

Whitewater mad
Speaker~~~~~~~~- Clinton's money
FROM PAGE ONE

., From Page 1

ence on America's youth,"
Jones said.
Jones said people who
remember entertainers such
as Elvis Presley and The
Beatles will be able to draw
several comparisons with
today's rap.
"Back in the 1960s, a lot of
people felt that Elvis and the
Beatles were a bad impact on
teenagers, and the same can
be said today for rap artists,"
Jones said.
She said Rouzan will show
a short film on the issue

''Where do we:
' go from here?«
.

i

before he begins speaking to
familiarize audience members
with the various components
of rap.

Among those components
are the sexually explicit lyrics
and connotations of violence
common to "gangsta rap," and
the clothing associated with
rap, which some think symbolizes gang affiliation.
"For a lot of people in
Charleston, there seem to be
signs of ·gang activity just
from what some people wear,"
Jones said.
Jones said she was surprised so few lecturers specialized in the issue adding
that she was pleased when
she heard Rouzan was an
expert on the topic.

LITI'LE ROCK, Ark. (AP) The money-losing Arkansas
real estate venture that has
entangled the first family in a
federal investigation began
generating a small income
months before President and
Mrs. Clinton sold their interest.
The Clintons decided not to
take any of the money before
ending their 14-year relationship with Whitewater Development Corp. in December
1992, one of their lawyers told
The Associated Press.
In May 1992, Whitewater
paid off its remaining loans,

enabling it to being m ·
little money. Since then,
proceeds - which total I
than $200 a month - h
gone to the Clintons' fo
business partner, James
Dougal.
The Clintons have said
invested and lost ne
$69,000 during their years
c~wners of Whitewater.
They formed the ven
1978 with McDougal and
then-wife, Susan, to b ·
bustling vacation and re '
ment community on the
of the White River in no
Arkansas' Ozark Moun ·

,ALPHA SIGMA TAU
would like to present our new

Monday Night
Special:

Executive Officers

All 12 oz. Import
Bottles

$2.00
Hours:
5 p.m.-1 a.m. Mon.-Thurs.
4 p.m.-1 a.m. Fri.&. Sat.
509 VanBuren
345-2380
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CONGRATULATIONS!

CAA reviews

forwarded to
vice president
By AMY CARNES
Administration editor

yees of Moore's Business Forms dance in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King
University Union during the company's annual dinner and dance.

've students apprehended
r alcohol-related crimes
e Eastern students and four other people
been arrested in the last 10 days on alcorelated charges, according to Charleston
· reports.
eshman Matthew C. Barkmier, 18, of
las Hall, and Michael S. McGovern, 20, of
Second St. were arrested at 1:24 a.m.
esday in the Panther Lounge, 1421 Fourth
on charges of frequenting a liquor-licensed
· es as a minor, public possession of alcoacceptance of alcohol by a minor and
use of an identification.
ophomores David Ely, 19, and Andrea
k, 20, were arrested on charges of public
sion of alcohol and acceptance of alcohol
a minor at 11:44 p.m. Friday, Feb. 4 in the
block of 12th Street.
tudent John Drobilek was arrested on
es of driving under the influence at 4:31
. Saturday, Feb. 5 at the corner of 13th
t and Lincoln Avenue.
ul Arrequin, 20, of Chicago, and freshman
ony J. DeMichael, 19, were arrested on
es of acceptance of alcohol by a minor at
a.m. Feb. 5 at 1421 Fourth St.
elly Cox, 19, of 17 W. Polk Ave. faces
es of consumption of alcohol by a minor,
Chad W. Sturment, 22, of 980 18th St. faces
es of disorderly conduct after an incident

BLOTTER
at 8:26 p.m. Feb. 7 at My Place Lounge, 727
Seventh St.
Other items in Charleston Police reports:
• A local resident reported her house was
burglarized Tuesday evening while her two
roommates watched television upstairs.
Rene M. Israel of 766 Sixth St. reported
someone entered her residence and stole her
phone valued at $139 between 11 p.m. and
11:44 p.m. Stacie M. Ervin and Tracey-Rene
Flaughter, both of 766 Sixth St., said they
heard noises downstairs during the time the
phone was taken, but thought it was a dog.
• William R. Comstock, 35, of Ashmore was
arrested on charges of unlawful restraint and
battery after an incident at 10:45 p.m. Friday in
the 700 block of Sixth St.
• Thomas L. Carver, 40, of 1001 Elm St. was
arrested on charges of domestic battery at 8:24
p.m. Thursday at My Place Lounge 727
Seventh St.
•Earl E. McNees of rural Charleston reported a stereo worth $400 stolen from a car for sale
at Gene's Auto Sales, 403 Madison Ave.

The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday voted to
send its program status recommendations to the vice
president for academic affairs
- concluding the three-week
Board of Governors Annual
Academic Program Review
process.
The council recommended
that 11 of the 15 reviewed programs maintain status quo.
The review status allows a
university to address serious
program problems such as low
enrollment, low graduation
rate and continuous high or
low cost. As part of the review
process, the university reports
regularly to the BOG chancellor's office.
Among the programs reviewed was the recreation
administration program,
which last year received a
"status quo asterisk" recommendation because of high
cost.
David Culkin, leisure studies department chairman, said
when the program went up for
its 10-year accreditation review in 1993, 32 of the 104
standards were not met.
William Higelmire, a faculty member in the department
of leisure studies, said the
chairman's "intensive review"
recommendation is premature
because the program's reaccreditation will not be deter-

mined until April. He also said
the program was on "expand"
status by the Board of Governors just three years ago.
"We were never given the
opportunity as a faculty to
have a voice in this incrimination," Higelmire said of the
chairman's decision to give the
program an "intensive review"
recommendation.
Several CAA members expressed concern about placing
the recreation administration
program on "intensive review"
because of the time limit
involved. Two years is the
maximum amount of time a
program may remain under
that status.
The council gave the recreation administration program
a "status quo asterisk for curriculum revision" recommendation. The jazz studies program was also placed on preliminary "curriculum revision"
status by the council.
The council gave the graphic design option in art an "expand" recommendation. Funds
for expansion will be provided
by a reallocation of personnel
dollars within the art department as well as a reallocation
at the college level.
The results of the program
reviews will likely be given to
Board of Governors Chancellor Tom Layzell in March
and presented to the board in
July. The BOG has the final
say whether to follow the
council's recommendations.

Essay deadline
draws closer
The deadline for the Black enough to voice their views."
The Black History Month
History Month Essay Contest
is drawing near with only two Essay Contest deadline is 4
p.m. Friday. Participants can
essays submitted so far.
Cassie Simpson, editor in bring their entries to the News
chief of The Daily Eastern Office in the Buzzard Building.
News, said she is disappointed Entries regarding the theme,
in the lack of interest and Where Do We Go From Here?,
hopes that more students will should be 500 words or less.
Awards will be given for the
enter the essay contest.
"The theme Where Do We first, second and third place
Go From Here? is an important winners. Winners will be
one. It addresses a question announced at the Miss Black
that people have been asking EIU Pageant Feb. 26 and will
for a long time," Simpson said. receive prizes donated by con"This is a forum for students to test sponsors.
Winning essays will be
speak about their own ideas
and concerns. It would be a printed in The News Feb. 28.
sad representation of our soci- Staff report
ety if only two people cared

ity Council to vote on zoning requests
Several zoning-related ordinances
the agenda of the Charleston City
cil meeting Tuesday.
The council is scheduled to meet at
p.m. in City Council Chambers in
Hall, 520 Jackson Ave.
The City Council will consider a
uest by Charles and Nancy White
rezone a tract of land on the west
e of Route 130 near Garfield Avefrom neighborhood commercial to
eral commercial. The Whites have
asked the city to rezon_~ a portion

of that land from single-family residential to multi-family residential.
White plans to develop several single-family homes on the Copperfield
Lane subdivision site. In addition,
White said, he plans to extend Garfield Avenue to Rt. 130.
The Board of Zoning Appeals and
Planning has recommended the council approve the subdivision.
In addition, two other subdivision
developers are seeking final plat
approval. Steve and Lola Drake are
seeking final approval for their
Stillwater subdivision to be located on
the south side of Rt. 16. Glenn and

Nancy Frederick are also seeking add a sixth floor to its headquarters.
In other business, the City Council
approval for their Briarwood Subdivision to be located on Douglas will:
• Consider granting $2,500 in
Drive just south of Lincolnshire
tourism funds to Eastern to fund
Apartments.
The Board of Zoning Appeals and Celebration '94, an annual campus
Planning have recommended the arts festival planned for the last weekend in April, and $2, 730 to produce
council approve both subdivisions.
The council will also vote on an and distribute 75,000 brochures proordinance to admit property owned by moting the Lincoln Log Cabin State
Illinois Consolidated Communications Historic Site.
• Consider an ordinance to adverin Mattoon into Coles County's enterprise zone. City councils in Mattoon, tise for competitive bids for overhead
Oakland and Charleston and the garage doors for Charleston Fire
Coles County Board all have to grant Station No. One, 404 10th St., and
approval to the request. ICTC plans to Fire Station No. Two, 1510 A St.

Raising the 'bar~entry age is just a·sta
where, and not just in cltl
To be In a college town Is
with a low-entry age.
to be in a place where alcohol sales boom. The number
At Northern, where the
-rhefearof
bar-entry age is 21, high
of bars and drive-thru liquor
stores can tell you that much.
increasing house school students can be fo
And with or without a barat many of the house pa
parties is no
entry age of 19, the opportuMost will admit that they'
excuse not
nities to get drunk will
In high school, as long as
change the bar- don't tell anyone.
abound.
But recently, the underage
But the fear of lncreasl
entry age."
house
parties is no excuse
bar-entry age has been the
a.Ila
unfair target of city officials
not to change the bar-en
Seper
and residents of various colage - it is another step to
lege towns around the state.
eliminating underage drl
Many people attending liquor forums in
ing. Better police enforcement and cooperation
Champaign, home of the University of Illinois, claim
with the university could make these parties, at
the low entry age has greatly contributed to deaths,
least, pseudo-responsible.
delinquency and an increase In crime.
Bar entry-ages are increasing all over the sta
That, critics say, is enough of a reason to increase Macomb, home to Western, is planning to incr
the bar-entry age to 21 - an Idea that is being conthe entry age from 19 to 21. In Carbondale, ho
sidered in Champaign and Charleston.
of Southern, the entry age has increased from 1
But officials are looking past the real culprit for
and-a-half to 19.
crime and other mishaps. Binge drinking, and not
Champaign's Investigation into increasing t
the low entry ages, is the problem throughout the
age has caught the eye of Charleston's mayor,
state. The real issue officials should address is how
Cougill. Three public forums have been schedul
to curb and control binge drinking in their towns.
here to discuss the idea of Increasing the entry
Raising the bar-entry age is just the tip of the ice- Two of the forums will be held on campus.
If Champaign decides to Increase its bar-entiy
berg.
In the liquor forums in Champaign, area residents age to 21 , Charleston officials will have no chol
have told horrible stories of loss and have attributbut to follow suit. It would be a defensive man
ed them to the low bar-entry age. Monticello moth- ver by the mayor to protect the city from an loft
er Nancy Busey told the crowd of the death of her
of U of I students who are sure to come this w
daughter, 18-year-old Ronna Felty, who went to
But beyond the Increasing bar-entry ages, th
Champaign with a fake ID to drink at the bars.
needs to be a focus on prevention, and the un
She was hit by a 19-year-old drunk driver, who
standing that getting students out of the way
may have also been at the local establishments.
not improve the drinking climate in this state,
"I pray you never know how lonely and empty I
only shift it to another part of town.
If increasing the bar-entry age is the only
feel," Busey told the crowd at the Jan. 26
Champaign liquor forum. "When you go home to
city officials have to curbing underage drinking,
your families, remember all I have to go home to
only way parents will keep their kids away from
are memories and pictures."
to move to another city .
Her story Is sad enough, but It only points to the
attraction many underage students feel to drink In a
- Chris Seper Is a regular columnist and ma
college town. You wlll see these students everyIng editor of The Dally Eastern News.

to

Senate plan
to make campus
a safer place
The Student Senate has a plan to make walking home at night on campus a· little safer.
Senate members said last week they may
consider reviving an evening escort service
within the next few weeks, and could finalize
the program by the end of the month. With
some improvements,
the idea could be a
.D
good one.
-------If the service is
implemented, students who don't want to walk
alone on campus at night would be able to call
the Student Government Office to request an
escort. Before the escort would walk the caller
to the destination, a meeting place and password would be given to the caller to ensure
that no one attempts to impersonate an escort.
The escort service would cover all campus
buildings, plus a two-block radius on each side
of the campus. The service would operate from
8 p.m. to midnight, seven days a week, and
would be staffed by members of student organizations such as Student Government and the
Army ROTC.
Eastern' s ROTC ran a similar program until
three years ago, when it stopped because too
few students volunteered to participate in the
program.
Senate member Nick Bart said the move to
revive the program came after noticing "insecurity about walking on campus," which was
heightened after two Eastern students reported
being the victims of assaults near the Library
Quad last semester.
Bringing back the program is a good idea,
but it could stand room for improvement. The
service is scheduled to run from 8 p.m. to midnight, a time when some students are still on
campus. Students who walk home from studying or from work after midnight, a time when
few people are out on campus, will still have to
make the walk alone.
This becomes even more of a factor on
weekend nights, when students walking alone
after midnight may encounter groups of students returning from the bars.
But, in all, students should not hesitate to
use and support the program. Eastern's campus appears to be a relatively safe place, but
the escort service could make it a little safer.

"Dfilto i
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Americans already
have best health
care in the world

Your turn .
us the world's best health care
system are under attack from the
politicians.
The Clintons tell us they want
to take us all to the doctor. With
their plan, we will be taken to the
cleaners. Bring on the gridlock!
Leonidas H. Miiler

Dear editor:
"There is no health care problem." Those words or words to
that effect were uttered by Sen.
Daniel P. Moynihan, D-N.Y., a
member of President Clinton's
own party. Different writers have
reported the same conclusion.
Irwin Stelzer reports of a poll
in which 80 percent of the participants are "very" or "somewhat"
satisfied with the quality and cost
of their own health care. Fred
Dear editor:
Barmes requests in American
Laurie Falduto, the statement
Spectator, "Will someone please
(on a chalkboard at Stu's
tell Bill Clinton that having no
Surfside), "A bitch is a bitch, but
health Insurance is not the same
a box is still a meal," was disturbas having no health care?"
ing. However, what was more
As laywers, the Clintons
disturbing was your letter on Feb.
should know about a law passed
9 chastising Kate McBride for her
In 1985. This law requires needlegitimate concern over an obvied treatment to be provided for
ous wrong.
anyone entering the emergency
A lot happens in the world on
entrance of a hospital. The public
a daily basis, both good and bad,
already has the universal access
and there are reactions to both. If
Clinton says he wants In a new
something happens to us that we
law.
don't think Is right, one of two
Other writers discuss other
things happen. We either sit by
flaws of the Clinton plan. We are
and let It happen, and continue
told a large bureacracy will give
to wonder why It keeps happenus less paper work, and the poor
ing, which Is what you seem to
experiences of other countries
be advocating, or we decide to
with similar plans are discussed.
use our brains, open our mouths
As citizens, we could look at
and attempt to change the situathis Issue another way. If there
tion, which seemed to be what
had been a White House conferKate was doing.
ence on the Issue, we could have
You also seemed kind of
seen It as the presidential way of
shocked that Kate's attitude was
doing It. First, define the Issue.
. negative-come on, are you kidThen reform. Doctors, hospital
ding? The statement that was on
administrators, Insurance people
the board at Stu's was definitely
and lawyers could have been
derogatory, and It deftnltely
Invited for their Input. That Is
referred to women. Kate, being a
exactly what did not happen.
woman, was upset by this. ~ven
Instead, we had the Bill and
Stu's management apologized.
Hiiiary road show. Their attacks
It's true, as you say, those
on the health care providers were were only words. However, In
unseemly. Tell this couple that
many cases, words often reftec;.t
the election campaign ts over.
actions and precipitate stereoHow right some of us are to
types.
say that our leaders need public
In the end, the real Issue Isn't
support. Leaders who have given
a women's right thing or a men's

Reader was wrong
to criticize others
for taking a stand

I.

t

•

(

right thing; it Is a human rlgh
thing. It's about playing an a
role In the worli;f in which we
and partially create. The issue
about taking responsibility for
things that go on around us
deciding that maybe some th
might have to change.
To make this simple, it's Ilk
game of football. You can eith
get on the field and try to sco
touchdown or sit on the bench
and let the other team walk up
and down the field. While Ka
and other men and women Ilk
her, might get roughed up a
at least they'll get their licks I
Nick Fal

Bars should rethi
decision to not
fund the Gus Bus
Dear editor:
I was baffled and angered
recent article in The Daily East
News. It told of the possibility
that the bars may fail to fund
spring Gus Bus. On the face of
things, that doesn't seem that
unreasonable In this time of ft
scarcity.
However, what would be
required to fund the Gus Bus
a weekend Is approximately
$200. This amounts to about S
per bar.
Eastern students are the
nomlc backbone of most Cha
ton bars. This Is a small sum
pared to what the bars make
of students. It Is repulsive that
the bars are not willing to
attempt to offset some of the
negative Impacts of their chief
product.
I have a notion that the bars
would Increase their business If
they were to provide this free
and safe form of transportation
students. The one major recou
Eastern students have to sway
bars Is their pocketbooks. I
strongly suggest that the bars r
evaluate their position on fundl
the Gus Bus.
.
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etsch begins to get attention
andidate
as a long
st of lsts
PRINGFIELD (AP) Clark Netsch has built a
r going against the grain.
e was the first female law
essor at her alma mater,
hwestern University in
. Twenty-five years later,
became the first woman
ted to a constitutional
in Illinois. In between,
forged a career as a mavDemocrat in the state

te.
ow, the state comptroller
ts to be the state's first
governor.
d, in another slap at the
entional wisdom of polishe proposes to get there
asking voters to accept a
5 billion income-tax inse that would be the
t in Illinois history.
we do not bite the bullet
face up to the issue, everyelse is just going to go
ing along and never realresolved," she said of the
's finances.
etsch started as an underin the race for the Demtic Party nomination in
March 15 primary. AttorGeneral Roland Burris,
vying for the nomination,
veteran politician with
wide name recognition.
County Board President
d Phelan is a well-orgawealthy and savvy earner who teamed up with
Penny Severns of Decatur
downstate and women

Comptroller Dawn Clark Netsch
A profile of the Democratic candidate for governor
• Born Sept. 16, 1926, in Cin
Chicago with her husband, ar
•Graduated from Northw
Earned law degree ther
• Worked at a Washingt
served as clerk for a f
a Chicago law firm f
antitrust law.
• Began teaching at
Law, the law school'
is now professor eme
• Became legislative aid
Later served on several go
• Elected to the Senate in 1
Revenue Committee. Sponsor
tion, Equal Rights Amendment
a family medical leave bill.
• Elected comptroller, the state's chief
1990, making her the first woman to wi
constitutional office.

Source: AP
CHRIS SOPRYCH/Art director
ran only 2 percentage points lion would be earmarked for
behind front-runner Burris. -education, $1 billion for propBurris led with 30 percent, erty tax relief and $500 million
N etsch had 28 percent and to provide a progressive
Phelan was third with 13 per- income tax exemption for lowcent. A month earlier, Burris and middle-income families.
led with 39, Phelan claimed 16
She also said she would conand Netsch claimed 15.
sider taxing personal services
Netsch, 67, is banking heav- such as haircuts and laundry
ily on her ability to build an to help the state raise money.
image of honesty by, among In an interview with The
other things, saying upfront Associated Press earlier this
that she would seek to raise month, Netsch stressed that
she isn't formally pitching a
taxes.
Her proposed $2.5 billion plan now but would consider it
income tax increase is "at some point."
designed to help schools and
The next day, Netsch's camprovide property tax relief. The paign said she does not advopersonal income tax rate cate a personal service tax.
would increase to 4.25 percent
Phelan and Burris criticize
from 3 percent, while the cor- N etsch for looking first to the
porate tax would jump to 6.8 taxpayers, but friends say her
percent from 4.8 percent.
tax plan illustrates what
Of the money raised, $1 bil- Netsch is all about.

Candidates: Edgar
fails on health care
CHICAGO (AP) - Illinois
needs to get to work on health
care reform, two Democratic
gubernatorial candidates said
Sunday.
State Comptroller Dawn
Clark N etsch and Attorney
General Roland Burris both
touted similar health care
stances at separate news conferences in Chicago on
Sunday.
"Illinois is only one of two
states that failed to tackle
some kind of significant
health care reform in 1992,"
Netsch said. "Before federal
health care legislation is enacted, there are minimum
steps to be taken to improve
access and control costs here
in Illinois."
"Illinois has done nothing to
begin this process," Burris
said. ''We need to be ready to
go when (a national health
care plan) finally comes out of
Washington."
Both candidates knocked
Gov. Jim Edgar, saying he'd
failed to act on the issue. An
Edgar spokesman disagreed.
"Obviously, they weren't listening when the governor
gave his State of the State
address," spokesman Mike
Lawrence said Sunday.
In his speech, Edgar said a
task force is drafting a proposal to ensure adequate and
affordable health care for
Illinoisans between jobs and
help small employers provide
coverage for their employees.
"Governor Edgar says we
can't wait for the adoption of a
national health care plan on
those two major fronts .... The
task force is to give its recom-

''I

llinois has
done nothing to
begin this process.
We need to be ready
to go when (a national health care
plan) finally comes
out of Washington."
- Roland Burris
Gubernatorial candidate
mendation by April l," Lawrence said.
Burris and N'e tsch both
released lists of criteria they
want included in the state's
health care plan. Both included providing comprehensive
benefits, ensuring universal
coverage and containing
administrative costs. Both
also pledged to work to
increase the number of health
care providers in currently
underserved urban and rural
communities.
A third candidate, Cook
County Board President
Richard Phelan, plans to
release his health care plan
· Monday. Phelan earlier also
urged Illinois to prepare for
health care reform and pledged to implement a health care
system in Illinois to guarantee
universal coverage.
In a Chicago Tribune poll
conducted Feb. 3-6, Netsch
trailed front-runner Burris by
only 2 percentage points.

U.S. officials evacuate
Belgrade as talks waver

LA SHINDA CLARK/Staff photographer

idea junkies

ny Halloway, 15, (left) and Danny Parcy, 11, spend their
afternoon competing in a video game of "NBA Jam"
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) - Bosnian Serbs
besieging Sarajevo resumed
turning in their big guns on
Sunday after the United Nations accepted a compromise
plan.
The Muslim-dominated
Bosnian government expressed concern that the Serbs
were just buying time to prevent NATO air strikes that
could begin Feb. 21 if the
guns ringing Sarajevo are not
pulled back.
The compromise allows
Serbs to turn in their heavy
weapons at U.N.-monitored
Serb bases, rather than at
Sarajevo airport as originally
planned, said Maj. Jose Labandeira, a U.N. spokesman.
The Bosnian army objected.
"Those weapons can be
returned to combat positions
very fast," said Bosnian army
Gen. Fikret Muslimovic.
"I am afraid that such an
approach and an attempt to
appease the aggression further would bring a hardening
of the Serbian position," said
Haris Silajdzic, the Bosnian
prime minister.
The Serbs earlier insisted
they would surrender their

''T.L

am afraid that such an approach
and an attempt to appease the aggression further would bring a hardening of
the Serbian position."
- Haris Silajdzic
Bosnian prime minister
guns only if the Bosnian air strikes. Many in the Serbinfantry abandoned its front- dominated Yugoslav govemline positions. But after heavy ment and army support the
lobbying by U.N. officials the Bosnian Serbs.
Serbs turned over 13 heavy
NATO has threatened to
weapons on Sunday, bringing start air strikes against the
the total to 36 guns: 26 Serb- Serb guns if they are not
ian and 10 Bosnian.
withdrawn at least 12 miles
The Bosnian Serbs are esti- from downtown Sarajevo by
mated to have at least 500 midnight Feb. 20.
heavy weapons. The Bosnian
But the U.N. commander
army has perhaps a tenth of for Bosnia, Lt. Gen. Sir Michthat.
ael Rose, seems to be pursuWith the four-day Sarajevo· ing whatever strategy will
truce still shaky, the U.S. work to get control over the
Embassy packed the families guns and enforce peace in the
of 35 diplomats out of Bel- capital.
grade, Yugoslavia.
Gen. Jean Cot, Rose's boss,
Dutch, British and German met Saturday with Gen.
officials also have urged their Ratko Mladic, the Bosnian
citizens to leave Yugoslavia.
Serb commander, in northThe pullout of dependents west Bosnia near the bewas a precaution against sieged Muslim enclave of
Serb reprisals in -the eYent-of · • Bihac. ·
·· ··· ·

Monda , Februa
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Odd traditions make up love holida
BOSTON (AP) "Dim light, soft
music, the fragrance of roses and the
lascivious lure of 'hyena eyes?"' Or try
snaring your Valentine's Day sweetheart by sleeping (presumably alone)
with an orange under your armpit.
Americans are expected to spend
about $655 million on candy to mark
Valentine's Day this year, according to
the National Confectioners Association,
but giving chocolates and sending
cards are only two techniques from
centuries of romantic traditions.
The ancient Romans held fertility
festivals, in which women masqueraded as wolves and waited to be whipped
by men wearing loincloths.
"The men were young and handsome," said University of Massachusetts classics professor Edward
Phinney. "The women would go out of

,,,.,,
·.I..

he men were young and handsome. The women would go out of their way to be whipped. It was
a very cheerful event."

- Edward Phinney
Classics professor, University of Massachusetts

their way to be whipped. It was a very
cheerful event."
The Rom~ns held their Lupercalia
festival every February until 495 A.D.,
when a pope put a stop to it. Today,
during Lenten celebrations in Italy and
Greece, young men still chase young
women while brandishing whips made of plastic.
"They probably do it for fun rather
than because they know the meaning

of it from antiquity," Phinney said.
Ancient Romans also believed in the
romantic potency of eating hippopotamus snout and hyena eyes, although
food scientist Richard Mudgett said he
isn't sure why.
Mudgett, who gives a lecture on
"lewd food" in his UMass course called
''World Food Habits," said oranges are a
more common food associated with
romance and sexual pleasure.

To attract a lover, he said, make
pricks in an orange, then sleep with
orange under your armpit. Accor ·
European folklore, the person who
the orange will fall in love with you.
Oranges also were considered ap
disiacs in ancient China, when
emperor would share slices with
favorite concubine and sprinkle or
blossoms on their bed, Mudgett sai
Other so-called "lewd foods" incl
artichokes, bananas and figs, which
low the logic that if a food resem
sexual organs, it must inspire se
feelings.
Mudgett said there's no scien
basis for the amorous reputatio
these and other fruits and veget
though food and romance go han
hand in Western culture. Friends
for lunch; lovers. court over dinner.

Red Baron Deep Dish Singles

:Assorted
Varieties

for
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Zulus: Prepare
for casualties
Group decides to boycott
South African elections

Miko.ff, a sophomore elementary education mqjor, studies while she awaits customers at
Sugar Shack in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Saturday afternoon.

ollege leaders make waves
UTH BEND, Ind. (AP) - Their campaign
meant as a joke. Who would take them
usly when they promised a university-subGrateful Dead concert and dissolution of
ent government? Fifty-six percent of the
student body, that's who.
eet the University of Notre Dame's unlikely
ent leaders: David Hungeling and Matt
h, a pair of "free-spirited, regular guys"
didn't enter the race until a week before
deadline.
ungeling was elected student government
"dent and Orsagh vice president in a runoff
'on Wednesday.
at proves what we have heard from peoall along," said Hungeling, a government

major. "The voters are tired of the same people
with the same ideas. They feel the need for
something fresh, and they think a couple of
knuckleheads will bring it."
The entire student body was eligible t6 vote,
including about 10,000 undergraduate and
graduate students. Hungeling and Orsagh, both
juniors from Atlanta, received 2,730 votes.
University officials, who remained silent
throughout the election, would not comment on
Wednesday's results.
In addition to the Grateful Dead concert and
the call to dissolve student government,
Hungeling and Orsagh endorsed daily harassing phone calls to administrators and free football tickets.

°"""Ma rt y 's

Sigma Sigma Sigma

nch 8t Dinner Special

Cajun Chicken
w/Marty's fries

$:29

9

JOHANNESBURG, South South Africa's black majority.
Africa (AP) - Zulu leader Nineteen other parties, inMangosuthu Buthelezi told cluding the ANC and the govfollowers Sunday to prepare erning National Party, met
themselves for "casualties and the deadline.
even death" after his party's
The ANC, which led the
decision to boycott the nation's fight against white minority
rule since its founding 82
first all-race election.
The Inkatha Freedom Par- years ago, is expected to lead
ty's decision to sit out the Ap- the voting in the April 26-28
ril voting will lead to height- election.
ened violence, Buthelezi said.
Months of talks involving
He accused the rival African Inkatha, right-wing whites,
National Congress of having the government and the ANC,
already started "ethnic cleans- deadlocked last week over
ing" against his people.
how much power regional govAn ANC leader told 5,000 ernments would have under a
chanting supporters Sunday new constitution.
Negotiating as the Freedom
that it was Inkatha and the
white right-wing that was Alliance, Inkatha and the
leading the country toward white right-wing want autocivil war.
nomous or independent home"We warn them that we lands where they can govern
have put our lives down for themselves and maintain
freedom before," Tokyo Sex- privileges enjoyed under aparwale, the ANC's leader in the theid.
Johannes burg-Pretoria
The government and ANC
region, said at a rally in the reject setting up territories on
violence-scarred black com- the basis of race or tribe.
munity of Tokoza outside
"There are people in this
Johannesburg. "If we have to country who are claiming that
do it again, we will not hesi- they must be given their own
tate."
land. That will not happen."
The Zulu nationalist In- ANC head Nelson Mandela
katha party called for the boy- told a cheering crowd of 5,000
cott Saturday, hours before during a campaign speech
the deadline for registering for Sunday in Retreat, in the
the first election to include southwest.
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Congratulates the foil owing members
for their Academic Achievement for the
Fall '93 Semester

I

West Texas Chili $1 25

3 Pitchers(Litel GD)
onite: 3 for 1 ChHi Dogs

Angie Cothran
Michelle Lundin
Leah Schuman
Kristin Schoonove
Heidi Weitekamp

tch NCAA Hoop on our Big Screen ~•'t!!""--

3.4-3.8

arge Thin
ingle Item
Qt. of Coke
or the Low Price of

$7.95

Debbie Heap
Paige Hood
Nikki Hunt
Shannon Kelley
Melanie McClain
Jennifer Sorensen

Chauntel Armstrong
Aimee Berman
Carey Croft
Noelle Frere
Lori Funk
Karin Garbe

plustax

Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

345-3400

Pagliai's Pizza

3.2-3.0
Ann Atkins
Sara Bubs
Jenn Carr
Jennifer Cleary
Sara Crowe
Sandi Demick
Rebecca Farris
Michelle Geil
Jennifer Gloudeman
Stacy Hart

Sara Hoegger
Kristi Kallas
Leigh Kasten
Megan Kincaid
Kami Lewis
Shannon Markiewicz
Liz Nicalek
Kim Ostermeier
Jackie Palucci
Melissa Schebo

Amy Schwartz
Becki Underwood
Jennifer Walters
Steph Walters
Julea Warren
Leigh Wehner
Amy Wheatley
Shelley White
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Dear Kevin,
Happy Valentines Day.
I love you!
•
Always, Julie
To My Sexy Hop,
Happy Valentine's Day
ILOVEYOU
•
-FOXY
HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY
PHI SIGS
LOVE,
•
· TYNEE
Happy
Valentine's Day
Christie
Love,
Ken

•
•

AYANNA
HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY
Love Ya
GRANDMA
HAPPY
VALENTINE'S
Dorothy (Pat)
Love,
Kevin

Happy Valentine's
Day Tony

•

I Love You

Wbat do you do
with the paper
towels?
•
Love, Sweetie
TANDELAYA
HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY
•
ALLMYLOVE
MOM'S
ELSA
Happy Valentine's Day
Honey

•

Love, Jen

Baboopsc:a
Happy Valentine's Day.
I Love You .
Baboos ca

•
•
•

Happy Valentine's
Day,
Ann
Love, Charles
Happy Valentine's
Snookie Bear

From Snookie
Bear

To My Little Love
Puppy

•

Happy
Valentine's Day
Jim.
Wishing I was there.

Love,
Your Sex Kitten

GRACIAS POR TODO LO
QUE ME HAN DADO, LOS
QUIERO MUCHO,
•
SU HIJA, PATRICIA

SARAH,
Hope you had a great
weekend. I did Because
I was with you
Love, Tony

Moo Moo, Carl,
Seizure Girl and
Miss Business Ed...
Thanx for showing me a
whole new world!
All my love,
the Italian Aladdin

Cute Butt•
Happy 3rd
Valentine's Day!
I will love you always
and forever!
Love, Helen

Peanut,
I Love You twice as
much as I did
Yesterday, but only half
as much as I will
tomorrow.
Chipper

Dear Shell,
Roses are red,
violets are blue,
There is no one else I
want to be with;
except YOU
Love, Mikey
Happy Valentine's
Day Jeff

•
•
•

Love Ya, Meg

-Your 2nd
Bunches of Honey

•

•

Snookie Bear,
Happy Valentine's Day!
I Love You!
Bobbi

•

Hey Great Lookin' •
Thanks for the past
four perfect months.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love always, Jessica

Love, Gordon

•

Love, Chewie

Is,
I hope we have many
more Valentine's Days.

Love, Bird

Happy
Valentine's
Day!
I Love You
Jen

Happy
Valentine's Da
Michelle,
You are the greates
Love, Lee

Happy Valentine's
Day Deb! In Him,

Mr.Wranglerman
Happy
Valentine's Day
T. Bear
Love, Kelli

•
•

Ken,
You are the best
Valentine I could ev
ask for! I'm with yo
forever and always.
I Love You,
. Jilly

Obuu Splitz 28X's
on the 13th
Happy
Valentine's Da
PUT
I Love You

HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY
JEN

LOVE,
MICHAEL

Thumper•
Surprise #1! Happy
Valentine's Day
I Love You
Flowers

Becky R.
It started out as a friendship and now five months
later look where we are at.
It can't get any better than
this. Happy Valentine's Day.
I Love You. Your City Boy

Pookie

SWEETIE
"I Want You to
Want Me" ...
at 1:11
Love, John

Happy
Valentine's Day
Chad

I Love You!
Allison

DELTA CHI

Happy
Valentine's
Day!
Love, Emily

Me to:
You are the flame that
lights my fire of
passion.
I Love You Forever!
Happy Valentine's Day.
Me Too

Erin,
Thanks for giving m
another chance.
I Love being with yo
and look forward to
many more good time
I Love You, Chris

Poopkins,

HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY!

Happy Valentine's
Day Emily

Love, Bob

Mike

Love, Bridget

I LOVES You
Snuffy!

Happy
Valentine's Day
Loubrain ·
Matt Rooney •
AKA: Sporty,
It was nice for a second,
quick shooter, but I'd
rather have a real man.
Happy Valentine's Day.
T.T.

I LOVE YOU
FRANCIS!

Happy Valentine's
Day, Branin!

Love, Amber

Brian

Happy Valentine's
Day, Krissy!

•

MR. & MRS. RODRIQUEZ,

Jeremy Bobrowski
FROM IOWA STATE
UNIVERSITY...
I LOVE YOU!!!
Happy Valentine's Day
Love, Patty EIU

HAPPY
VALENTINE'S
DAY
POOH

LOVE, ME

I LOVE YOU!
PORCUPINE
Happy
Valentine's Day
Chrissy
Love, John

•
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ays take a stand
gainst pedophilia
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
y community has long
owed other sexual outcasts
ride its coattails, from
svestites and transsexuto bisexuals and leather
· hists. But it is now trying
• distance itself from pedes.
Last month, a New York
oup called Stonewall 25
to bar the controversial
rth American Man-Boy
e Association from its innational march on the
'ted Nations on June 26.
e demonstration will commorate the 25th annivery of an uprising at the
newall Inn, a Greenwich
gegaybar.
"Those who advocate or
gage in sexual abuse of
g people are not welcome
the family of gay men and
ians who live upstanding
honorable lives," said Pat
rman, a co-chair of the

9
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march.
The gay community has historically been inconsistent in
its response to pedophiles,
leaving itself open to attack.
In Januar~ the Senate
unanimously passed an amendment, introduced by Sen.
Jesse Helms, R-N.C., to sharply reduce funds to the United
Nations unless it severs ties
with the International Lesbian and Gay Association.
Helms objected to the association's relationship to NAMBLA, one of about 350 groups
that belong to ILGA.
Helms said the United
States was "fast asleep at the
switch" when it joined other
nations in voting last year to

give consultative status to
ILGA in the U.N. Economic
and Social Council.
The council is a 54-nation
body that studies economic
and social issues and makes
non-binding recommendations
to the U.N. General Assembly
on such topics as human
rights, the status of women,
population, social welfare,
crime and other issues.
David Smith, a spokesman
for the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force, a Washington lobby, accused the religious right of trying to link
homosexuality to pedophilia to
serve its "twisted interests."
"It's very clear that every
major U.S. gay leader has condemned NAMBLA and condemned groups that promote
pedophilia," he said.
But he acknowledged disagreement among gay leaders
about NAMBLA's presence at
gay events.
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· Power Gym
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tans/$25

50 I 7th St. - 345-3303
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RYONENEEDS

MORE
MONEY!
Right?
SO ... why not sell your
unwanted items in
e The Daily Eastern News

Classified Section!

SSI, food stamps and Aid to Families with
Dependent Children could hurt the working
poor and near-poor in order to help other poor
women get jobs.
A senior administration official, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said the task force is
considering several options to pay for welfare
reform, but that no decisions are final.
''We are committed to a deficit-neutral plan
in which revenue from these options would be
used to pay for the new investments in child
care, education and training," the official said.
President Clinton's welfare reform legislation, to be introduced this spring, will seek to
limit welfare benefits to single mothers to 24
months. Women would be given the training
and day care they need to get a job and after
two years, would be required to find a job in the
private sector. Those who are left behind would
be required to do community service work.

Donna,s

1408 6th St.

345-4451

•
•

•
•

345 - 4489
Jim Wood

~21.

WOOD REAL ESTATE
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND
OPERATED

,

.............................

Lincolnwood
Pinetree
part ents

••
linton eyes welfare •••• YO 'L
ax, slash on benefits a possibility •
••
ASHINGTON (AP) - The Clinton adminis'on is considering taxing or slashing welfare
efits to the poor, elderly and disabled to
ce expansions in training and child care
millions of single mothers on public assis' officials say.
e administration's welfare reform task
is also eyeing strict limits on federal cash
ents to the growing number of elderly peowho immigrate to the United States legally
then retire on Supplemental Security
me, a senior administration official said
day.
·
pay for its overhaul of a welfare system
supports 5 million families with children,
t of them headed by a single mother, the
· · tration has decided it must find offsetsavings in other federal welfare programs.
ut an advocate for the poor says the very
the administration is now considering in

YOUR MOM Will
LIKE mis APr.-You Will TOO!

(Across From Carmen Hall)
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-Apts. For 2, 3, or 4 eople
-Completely Furnished
-5 Minute Walk to Campus
-24 Hour Maintenance
-Central Air Conditioning
-Swimming Pool
-9 Month Lease
-Free Parking
-Laundry Facilities

SHOWING APARTMENTS NOW!
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345-6000
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Hair

Creations

We cfo manicures,
naiCs, cuts, pemis,
co{or hi9hfi9htin9.

Tokens still has a selection of

Cards:
From Rowdy to Sweet

Candy,
Stuffed Animals,
and Balloons
For Your Valentine
Delivery is also still
available
••C
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"My Secretary" Resumes', letters,
and papers. For appointment,
Call 345-6807 after 4p.m.
------~ca M/R 5/5
GET MONEY FAST... ELECTRONICALLY FILE YOUR
TAXES AT TOKENS AND MAILBOXES
--------~ca2114
RCS/RELATIONSHIP COMPATIBILITY SERVICE: Confidential,
economical opportunity to make
new friends, find compatible dating partners. 348-1958
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2115

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p .m. dead-

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK! Stay
on the beach in a NEW tropical
oceanfront Motel! Well located AAA rated. Flamingo Inn - you'll
love it. Call 1-800-682-0919.
.,.,-.,..,--,-.,-,-.,.,---,--,,-,----,-,-..,,.·2125
SPRING BREAK: PANAMA CITY FROM $139 - HOTTESr SPOT
ON THE STRIP - TRANSPORTATION OPTIONAL - BILL 345-6666
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2116
SPRING BREAK: 50% off hotel
stay and discounted rental car
service Call Kavien 348-0694 for
details.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2115

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIREUTORT

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY:
Telecommunications sales earn
$1000/wk. Call Kavien at 3480694.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2115

liEBTICEll
OFFERED
TIU."VEL

TB.lllWING/8ceoou
HELP lVA.NrED
lVA.NDID
.i..DoPTION

•shell Island Party Cruise

2-3 FEMALE DOG AND CAT
LOVERS TO OCCUPY 2 BEDROOMS IN A 4 BR, 1400 SQ.
FT. APT. One BR available day
after graduation. The other
available 6-16-94. Utilities plus,
rent of $175/mo. on 12 month
lease or $21 O mo.on 1O month
lease . Ph. Leigh at 345-5523.
10% discount for rent paid in
advance.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2125
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
FOR BIG, CHEAP ($160) +
CLOSE TO CAMPUS LIVING
CALL DAWN. 345-4744
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114

81JBLEll80Btl

Fon RENT
Fon MA.LE
Lol!IT . , FolJND

Sublessors needed for Summer
'94. 345-9420
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114
2 Bedroom Townhouse near WalMart. 360.00 month. Trash included. Available beginning Summer.
Call ~8-7525
.,-----------·2114
Sublessor needed for Su 94.
Have own room . Excellent
Location. Call Tracey 348-5872
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4

Tiki Beach BarNolleyball
Sailboats, Je•~kis & Parasails
Area Discount Coupons

RESERVATIONS
1-800-488-8828

17 40 l fronl Beach Road
Pana~ City Be.lch, fl 32413

.&NNOlJlWCJEMElVIW

Daily Easten1 Jews
Classified Ad Form

Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

O Yes O No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

ACROSS

1 Gore's"-- in
the Balance"
eOnewho's
"agin" it
10 Train unit
13 "--Without
Windows" ('64
song)
14 Supermarket
meat label
15 Territory
1e Major Bowes
updated?
11 Fat
11 Home on the
range
20 Kind of signal
21 Part of SEATO
22Mail HQ
23 Breakfast order

FROM $104 PER WEEK
PER PERSON
4 PERSON OCCUPANCY

25 Lift up
21 Woodworker's

choice
32 Belgian airline
3'Bests
38 Hemingway
opus
41 Dub again
42Tookten
43 Ingenious
45 Shows remorse

... up

so Marinaro and
others
52Slough
S3 Reckon
seBosom
companions
80 "Remember the
neediest," e.g.

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Apartment 1-3 Bedrooms
nished AC 10-12 mo lease
PETS. 345-6621/348-8349

e1()lympia
Dukakis film
63 Fast time
M Capri, for one
65 Misrepresent
66 Pupil's place
67 African lake
18 Volvo worker
DOWN
1 Bridge seat

2 Comic Johnson
3 Imitation
morocco
4 Civil wrong
1 - - Pinafore
• Cottonwoods
7Grammy·
winning pianist
a Yacht heading
9 Person of will
10 1929 event
11 High nest
12 "M*A*S*H"
character
15 "Too bad!"
n Paraspsychology study
22 Authentic
24 Singing sisters
250.C.zone
26 Comic Bert
27Have - -in
one's bonnet
28Probe
:.o Flat sign?
31 Vienna is its
cap.
33 In opposition to
one another

52

60
63

86

35 River to the
Seine
36Town near
Padua
37 Osmose
. 39 Melmackian of
TV
4060's org.
44Craved
49 With room to
spare
47 "Little Orphant
Annie" poet

48 Goodnight

girl

49 Pants part

51 - - Plaines
54 Deluxe
55 Southeast
Kansas town

MONDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

WHAT A SAVINGS! Heat, Ii
water, trash and air conditi
included! 4 1/2 blocks fr
Campus (behind Pizza Hut).
bedroom apts. 1 person - 1
$325.00 per month, 2 persons
bdrm. $185.00 each. 111
month lease . Aldo Roma
Call 345-2113 Eads Realty
Charlotte or Jan.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be su
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY B
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should
milted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. {Thursday is de
Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER D
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips
edited for available space.

Karaoke Beach Party

SANDPIPER-BEACON

ECONOMICAL! $135.00 per
son per month. (lowest price
campus!) 3 bdrm apt for 3
sons. Aug. 1 to June 1 lease.
Blocks N. of EIU, partially f
nished. Call 345-2113 Ea
Realty for Charlotte or J
(Waddell Apts.)

ZETA PHI BETA will host the Studs Game tonight at 8 p.m. in
Gallery of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Bid-A-Baskal
be held during intermission.
GAY/LESBIAN SUPPORTGroup will host its weekly meeting ton·
5:30 p.m. in the Counseling Center. For more information, call
3413.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have a Valentine Party at Hilltop tonight,
at 7:15 p.m. at the Cash Station in the Martin Luther King Jr. un·
Union.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will hold Carman Hall Night at 6 p.m.
15 in Carman Hall.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have a Scholarship and
Committee meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the Walkway of the
Luther King Jr. University Union. Each chapter must send
resentative.
OMEGA PSI PHI Fraternity, Inc. will celebrate Omega Week
March 1-5.
OMEGA PSI PHI will be hosting a Sexy Lady contest in March.
interested in participating should call 348-1110 and ask for De
UNIVERSITY BOARD VIDEO'S will be "Sleepless in Seattle'
"Three of Hearts" from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. FEb. 14 in the Video L
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

•eeach Bonfire Parties

650' Gulf Beach Frontage
2 Ouldoor Swimming Pools
1 Indoor Healed Pool
Restaurant, 2 & 3 Room Suites

RooJDU.TEil

Payment:

Beautifully decorated house for 8
girls including washer and dryer
and large lawn. 1508 - 1st St, 2
blocks N. of O'Brien field. Aug 1June 1 lease. $180.00 per person
monthly - you pay your own utilities - Call 345-2113 Eads Realty
for Jan or Charlotte.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
Now leasing for Fall. McArthur
Manor Apartments two-bedroom
furnished apartments. 913-917
Fourth St. 345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/6
FALL HOUSES 1806, 1606,
11TH STREET 1022, 2ND AND
TWO/ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS 415 HARRISON
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2121
Houses 4-6 persons 1 block from
EIU. Furnished , parking NO
PETS 1O mo lease 3456621 /348-8349
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2125

PLACE
A
10
WORD
RIDES/RIDERS AD FOA ONLY
$1 . AND WE 'LL RUN IT FOR 5
DAYS
WITHOUT
ANY
CHANGES OR CANCELLATIONS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha-00

SPlllNG llllEAI{
l,1\NA}IA (~l'l'Y llEA(~ll, l~J. f)llll)A

RmE11/BmEIW

·~

AA CRUISE AND TRAVEL
EMPLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE WORLD
FREE (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE,
HAWAII, AND MORE!) HURRY!
BUSY SPRING AND SUMMER
SEASONS
RAPIDLY
APPROACHING. FREE STUDENT TRAVEL CLUB MEMBERSHIP! (919) 929-4398 EXT.
C210
---------~2125
Need more money? Want flexible
hours? Come see what Avon has
to offer. Free gift if appointed by
Feb. 14. 217-235-AVON
---------~2114
Accepting Applications for
Habilitation Aides . Working w/
Developmentally Disabled Adults.
Apply in person at 1701 18th St.
345-4224
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2115
COLORADO SUMMER JOBS: In
the Rockies near Vail, ANDERSON CAMPS seeks caring,
enthusiastic, dedicated, patient
individuals who enjoy working
with children in an outdoor setting .
Counselors,
Cooks,
Wranglers, Riding Instructors,
and Nurses. Interviews on
February 23rd. Sign up, get application at Career Planning and
Placement. Questions? Call us at
(303) 524-7766.
---------~2122
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: fisheries. Many earn
$2,000+/mo. in canneries or
$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing
vessels. For info. call: 1-206-5454155 ext. A5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4

seWitch's57 Golden, e.g.
58 Tart
59--Ball
(arcadega

FEBRUARY

WTW0·2

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIF-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9 51

Inside Edttion
Cops

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
Major Dad
College Basketball: Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Beyond 2000

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

Fresh Prince
Blossom

Winter Olympics

Day One

St. John's at
Seton Hall

Movie: Back to the
Future

I'll Fly Away

Sisters

Movie: Point Break

Mursi V·Nitha

Little House

I'll Fly Away

Movie:The Woman
in Red

Brides: A Tale of
Two Weddings

Bonanza

Coast to Coast

News
Rick Samuels

Mursi V·Nttha

Trailside
Movie

Mad About You
Wings
Laugh-In's Valentines Day
News
Jay Leno

Movie: Look Who's
Talking

News
David (10:35J

USA-26

Westminster Dog
Show

College Basketball:
Nebraska at
Oklahoma
SportsCenler

Wings
Wings

News

Nelson & Jeanette

Night Court
~~e.rg_:ncy ~all

Being Served?
Movie:

Deep Space Nine
Unsolved Myst.

Star Trek

.

..

Movie: Big

SUIPllSEING APTS FOR FALL close
IU. Excellent cond. no pets.
:8-5 Sat. 9-12 345-7286
~-;----;-----;:-:--5/6
hed rooms for quiet mature
nts. Low utilities. 6 blocks
campus. Available fall '94
Spring and Summer '95 .
plus, $175/mo. for 12 mo.
of $210/mo. for 10 month
10% discount for rent paid
nee. Ph. 1-234-4831 .
-,-,.--,.-------·2/25
ished apartments, across
campus, for rent Fall 1994.
345-3059.
--::--.,.-...,--:,..,,--~·2115
s Rentals: 2 BO APARTS For 2-3 girls. Quiet locadose to campus. Call CAMRENTAL 345-3100 between
-:----,,--.,.....,----,..-.,....-:---:2114
room furnished Apts. For 3
ople. Dishwasher garbage
, trash pick up and park.. Call 345-2363
2-00
~M=E~R~O~N~L~Y~O~N~E~/=T~HREE

OOM HOUSES EXCELCONDITION . CLOSE TO
US. VERY REASONABLE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.2121
Bedroom available now.
furnished . Dishwasher,
ge disposal, trash & cable
345-2520
-:-::-----:-:o--::-=:-=-:--:-'2118
1,2, and 3 BDRM . Apts
. For Next School Yr. Call
345-1556 Leave Name &
#

~--==---:--:---:-:---'2115

Clean Furnished house, with
rand Dryer For 3 or 4 peocross from Morton Park
2nd) Call between 9-5,

84
2114
~L""'E-,-A7
S.,.,.IN.,...,G=--F=-o=-R=--=F'ALL.
ment rentals , 1 & 2 bedapartments, furnished or
· hed 348-7746.
~-.,...,----:----5/6
Lg House 6 people,
washer, Ale, Stove, Ref,
, Furnished, Available Aug
12 mo least 345-4602
-:-.,.-----,---2118
bedroom apt. Across the
(East) from Buzzard Bldg.
floor - Good Condition .00 per month. One or two
. June: 1994 - year lease.

2
-:-:---::--'.,.-----:-:::--02114
House 3-4 people Trash fur1 Bedroom Apt. 345-4602
--=-.,.----::----c--2118
Bedroom Garage apt - seclloor, separate entrance Five
from campus. Furnished,
s water and trash pickup.
carpeted June: 1994, year
$165.00 mo. 345-2652
~-:-:----;--:-:-.,.---2114
2 bdrm mobile home for 1
people. Very nice - remodnew carpet and appliances.
quiet trailer court. 11 and 12
th leases. $255 - $320 per
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ .2/16

;;111liiil•····································

: In Buzzard Gym, a watch
ase come to Student
· lion to identify.
--::-----;:--:--:---=-- 2115
: Purse in Lantz Gym has
very valuable documents.
Call 581-3398
=--=-------:::--.,--·2115
T: Glasses at Roe's on Sat.
Please call Paul 348-5321 if
Reward
::-::-:::-:-:-:--:-:-c---:-:----=.,.-·2115
ND: Watch lost in Physical
nee Building. Identify in Rm
. Ask for Pam.
-:----;::-:--,----:-:,.--~2115
dace Blanton pick up your
ckbook
at
Student
· lions.
=--::--:---:-::------,-2116
: Pair of Brown mock tortise
I glasses in library or union
a Please Call 348-0762 if

"BEE" MY VALENTINE BALLOON BO-K. $10.00 UP UP &
AWAY BALLOONERY 345-9462
1503 ?TH ST
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2114
ATTENTION CUPIDS ORDER
YOUR VALENTINE BALLOON
BOUQUETS AT TOKENS. LOTS
OF CHOICES, WE DELIVER .
WE CAN ALSO SHIP BALLOONS AND VALENTINES UPS
AT TOKENS AND MAILBOXES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2114
Manicures and sculptured nails.
For more info Call 345-8661 Ask
for Amy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114
A "RED HOT" DEVIL BALLOON
BO-K FOR YOUR SPECIAL
VALENTINE UP UP & AWAY
BALLOONERY 1503 ?TH 3459462
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2114
Attention Students: The Pre-Law
club will be offering a mock LSAT
on Wed. Feb 16th at 4:00pm in
the LIB BOG room . The cost will
be 15.00 and the deadline to sign
up is Feb 15.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114
BALLOONS , KISSES AND A
SWEETHEART BEAR FOR
YOUR VALENTINE $17.50 UP
UP AND AWAY BALLOONERY
1503 ?TH ST 345-9462
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114
PARTY NAKED!!!!! CO-ED
NAKED T-SHIRTS ARE BACK IN
AT TOKEN'S. GREAT FOR
VALENTINES. NOW FEATURING MARDI-GRAS, SPRING
BREAK, AND SUN BATHING .
ALSO 50 OTHER TITLES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114
Congratulations JEN BEHRENS
on getting lavaliered to MIKE
HUSBY of Pl KAPPA ALPHA!
Your SIGMA KAPPA Sisters are
excited for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114
KRISSY LARSON of SIGMA
KAPPA: Congratulations on being
lavaliered to BRIAN KANER of
DELTA CHI! Your Sisters are
happy for you!
--------.,.-~2114
CONGRATULATIONS
Jen
Beherens of Sigma Kappa on
getting lavaliered to Mike Husby
of Pi Kappa Alpha . Love Nancy
and Pattie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2114
DELTA CHI ASSOCIATE MEMBERS: Congratulations on pledging the BEST house on campus! I
can hardly wait to get to know all
of you! Get ready for an exciting
semester! Love, Emily
--------~2114
Dave Hawk of Kappa Delta Rho:
Congrats on your Junior IFC position! Love, Cassie and John
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2114
To the Ladies of ASA. It was an
honor being your 93-94 Dream
Man. It's an honor I will never forget. Love Brian
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2114
Congratulations Teresa and Critter
on getting lavaliered! It's about
time!! LOVE - Mindy and Sarah
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2114
Phi Delta Theta informal rush .
Tuesday Pool tournament at the
Union 4:30-6:30 Then Jerry's
Pizza at Jerry's. Wednesday
Bowling at Union from 7:00-9:00
Call Matt at 581-3387 or Marty at
581-0181 for rides or information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2116
Happy Valentines Day to our #1
SIGMA MAN , SCOTT LOSEY!
Love, The SIG KAPS
--,------,---,---,-~·2114
CHRIS GROOMS THANKS FOR
A WONDERFUL WEEKEND! I
HAD A BLAST AT FORMAL! You
did a GREAT Job in organizing it!
Love, Kerri
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2114
ERIN, YOU ARE THE GREATEST CO-CHAIR TO WORK WITH
IN THE WORLD. THANKS FOR
ALL YOUR INFINITE WISDOM
AND GUIDANCE. AIR BAND IS
GOING TO BE GREAT! JOHN
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2114
YOU: HAPPY VALENTINES DAY,
YOU HICK YOU . I WANT A
STEAK DINNER TONIGHT. ME
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114

Guaranteed

~
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Phi Delta Theta informal rush.
Tuesday Pool tournament at the
Union 4:30-6:30 Then Jerry's
Pizza at Jerry's. Wednesday
Bowling at Union from 7:00-9:00
Call Matt at 581-3387 or Marty at
581-0181 for rides or information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2116
CASH
FOR
COLLEGE!
RESULTS 100% GUARANTEED!
Recorded message gives details.
345-2629, ext. 112.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

Lesley
Galer
of
AST:
Congratulations on being elected
for assistant rush. Tau Love, Your
Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2114

Misha
Kuhn
of
AST:
Congratulations on becoming the
new cabinet director for Alpha
Sigma Tau! Tau love, Your Sisters

FllElll

Jill Vieria of AST: Congratulations
on your position as rush elect.
Tau love, Your Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114
Attention All Student the pre-law
club will be having a mock LSAT
on Feb. 16 at 4:00 pm Library
BOG room the cost is $15.00 For
more information Call 581-8060
Mike or 581-8125 April.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/16
The Daily Eastern News classified ad deadline is 2 p.m. 1 business day prior to publication.
Remember the News now
accepts Visa and Mastercard for
all your advertising needs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha-00

--------~?/14

Phi Delta Theta informal rush.
Tuesday Pool tournament at the
Union 4 :30-6:30 then Jerry's
Pizza at Jerry's. Wednesday
Bowling at Union from 7:00-9:00
Call Matt at 581-3387 or Marty at
581-0181 for rides or information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2116
Aimee HoY1 & Amy Ross: Thanks
for everything, you guys are the
best. Alexis says Hi to Mocha Ha
Ha Love, Paula
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114

Calvin and Hobbes

Place a BIRTHDAY
AD with a
PICTURE AND

MESSAGE
The Dally
EastemNews

by Bill Watterson
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Pippen All-Star MVP in East wi
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Scottie 29 points, he only scored two in the
Pippen, in the shadow of Michael fourth quarter, but they were big - a
Jordan's spotlight for the first six years baseline jumper with 2:10 left after the
of his career, knew it was time to grab it West pulled within two points.
himself in the NBA All-Star Grune.
"It was the shoes," Pippen joked
"Having Michael on our club really about his performance. ''Everybody was
overshadowed guys like Horace Grant, looking at my feet too much. I was
B.J. Armstrong and myself," Pippen shooting well and I just continued to let
said Sunday after leading the East to a my shot flow."
127-118 victory. "It was time for us to
The East ·took its largest lead, 103step up as All-Stars a little more. I had 90, in the first minutes of the fourth
my mind set to play much better than I quarter, but the West rallied with a 17played in past All-Star grunes."
5 run, closing to 108-107 ·with 7:17 left.
Pippen, making his fourth All-Star Gary Payton's six points and David
appearance but his first since his super- Robinson's five keyed the comeback.
star teammate on the Chicago Bulls
But the East regained control as New
retired last October, scored 29 points on York teammates Patrick Ewing and
9-for-15 shooting and grabbed 11 John Starks combined to score the next
nine East points for a 117-110 lead. The
rebounds to win MVP honors.
"I tried to assert myself a little more," run of points by regular-season terunPippen said. ''My skills are able to put mates continued a pattern that the
me up runong the elite players. I don't East followed the entire grune.
think I needed to go out today and
A basket by Clifford Robinson and a
prove anything to anybody."
3-pointer by John Stockton made it 117Pippen, wearing fire-engine red 115 before Pippen, after missing two
shoes, had averaged 9.3 points in his free throws, connected on his baseline
first three All-Star grunes. Despite his shot.

Byrd's Cleaners

j

------2 BR APTS
2-3 tenants
345-4489
JIM WOOD

~21.

ROOSEVELT

DRIVE

;~~

Sat 8-12

straight up, but it didn't happen.
means somebody respects me if
had to put four guys on me."
The West, down by 12 in the first
and by eight at halftime, rallied in
third quarter, closing within four
before Price hit a jumper and a 3-po·
er in a span of 37 seconds, helping
East rebuild the margin to 101-90 go·
into the final 12 minutes.
In the first half, East coach Le
Wilkens made good use of players
are used to being on the court togeth
The West led 25-23 late in the
period before Price, three Knicks
two Atlanta Hawks scored all but
of the East's points in a 36-22 b
that made it 59-47 with 4:59 left in
second quarter.
Wilkins scored 10 pqints, Price ·
Mookie Blaylock five and Ewing, S
and Charles Oakley combined for
more in the run that gave the East
largest lead of the first half
Pippen, Grant and Armstrong
combined for the East's next 10
for a 72-64 halftime lead.

·-•-1-•-·-·-·-

Located on S. 4th St.
around
~~tcMAN
the curve
~"tt0N

M- F
6:30-5

"I think of him like Lawrence Taylor,
the way he came into the NFL,"
Stockton said of Pippen. "He's a new
wave. The things he can do, he just
changes the grune by himsel£"
David Robinson and Hakeem
Olajuwon shared scoring honors with
19 points each for the West, which trails
the All-Star series 28-16.
Ewing scored 12 of his 20 points in
the fourth quarter and Mark Price also
had 20 for the East, which had 10 3pointers to one for the West. Pippen
was 5-for-9 from that range.
"He was in a zone," West coach
George Karl said. "It's difficult when
you're substituting a great deal to keep
the srune guy on him."
Shaquille O'Neal, the NBA's leading
scorer this season, had a miserable day
for the East, missing 10 of 12 shots and
seven of 11 free throws to finish with
eight points. But he managed 10
rebounds.
"They were quadruple-teruning me,
triple-teaming me," O'Neal said. "I
thought somebody was going to play me
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.S. ties France in hockey 'J ordan just added

LEHAMMER, Norway (AP) - A quick
at what happened Sunday at the Winter
pies:
OCKEY,- The U.S. hockey team came
two goals behind in the final period to tie
ce, 4-4, in its opening game.
ter Laviolette of Franklin, Mass., and
Rolston, Ann Arbor, Mich., scored within
minutes of each other with six minutes
· the game to draw even with France.
the Pool B matches, Sweden and Slovakia
4-4 and Canada routed Italy, 7-2.
U. S. team meets Slovakia on Tuesday
next game.
URE SKATING - Ekaterina Gordeeva
rgei Grinkov of Russia won the technical
worth one-third of the total mark in
· event. The 1988 gold medalists edged
1992 Olympic winners, Natalia Mishok and Artur Dmitriev, also of Russia.
were 1993 world champions Isabelle
seur and Lloyd Eisler of Canada just
d of another Russian couple Evgenia
;va and Vadim Naumov of Russia.
erican pairs Jenni Meno of Westlake,
and Todd Sand of Thousand Oaks, Calif.,
), Karen Courtland of Whippany, N.J. and
Reynolds of Houston, (13th) and Kyoka
Englewood, N.J. and Jason Dungjen of
Mich.,(15th) trailed.
free skating final is Tuesday night.
SKATING - Norway's Johann Olav
set a world record of 6 minutes, 34.96 secin winning the men's 5,000 meters, shavo:ff the mark he set on the same Viking
track 10 weeks ago.
mmate Kjell Storelid was second at
, an Olympic record until Koss skated.
Ritsma of the Netherlands, the worldholder at 1,500, won the bronze with
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guard," Klein said.
someone you hope will
e taste of winning back
she graduates."
on Baugh, who leads
dy Panthers in scoring
ge, finished with 13
e Lady Panthers also
ouble containing Wis. -Milwaukee's center
Young and guard Pam
· . Young shot 70 perfrom the field and finwith 16 points. She
abbed a game-high 16
ds.
y dominated us on the
e," Klein said of the
n Panthers' inside
. "We used every post

The only American entered, Brian Wanek of
Milwaukee, :finished 30th (7:05.95).
ALPINE SKIING - Tommy Moe of Palmer,
Alaska, won the downhill by .04 seconds over
Norway's Kjetil Andre Aamodt. Moe's time was
1 minute, 45.75 seconds. Third went to Ed
Podivinsky of Canada in 1:45.87.
"That's what it's all about," Moe said. "Skiing
... the Olympics and winning a medal. It's more
than I expected. It's a great feeling for me."
Moe joined Bill Johnson, the 1984 winner, as
the only American men's downhill gold medalists.
Kyle Rasmussen of Angels Camp, Calif., was
11th (in 1:46.35), AJ Kitt of Rochester, N.Y.,
17th (1:46.82) and Craig Thrasher of
Steamboat Springs, Colo. 38th (1:48.91).
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING - Manuela Di
Centa of Italy won her first major title in the
women's 15-kilometer freestyle race, with a
time of 39 minutes, 44.5 seconds.
Lyubov Egorova of Russia, who won three
gold and two silver medals at the 1992
Albertville Games, was second in 41:03.0.
Another Russian, Nina Gavriluk, took the
bronze medal in 41:10.4.
Laura McCabe of Park City, Utah, was 34th
out of 53 :finishers in 45:51.1. Laura Wilson of
Montpelier, Vt., was 35th (45:59.9), with Leslie
Thompson of Stowe, Vt., 37th (46:10.3) and
Nina Kemppel of Anchorage, Alaska, 42nd
(46:56.8).
LUGE - Duncan Kennedy was poised to
take America's first Olympic luge medal after
two runs of the men's singles, standing fourth
behind defending champion Georg Hackl of
Germany. The last two runs are Monday.
Hackl led with a total time of 1 minute
40.856 seconds for two runs, just .01 better
than archrival Markus Prock of Austria. Third
was Armin Zoggeler ofltaly (1:41.042).

player we had in the first
half, but no matter what we
did, they had control of the
inside."
Bartnik scored a gamehigh 18 points for WisconsinMil wa ukee and added five
rebounds and four assists.
On Thursday, the Lady
Panthers lost to WisconsinGreen Bay 78-51 to start
their Wisconsin road trip.
The Lady Phoenix are in second place in the Mid-Con and
are led by preseason AllAmerican Kim Wood.
Wood led all scorers and
rebounders with 14 points
and 10 boards.
"Wisconsin-Green Bay is
by far the best defensive
team in the conference,"
Klein said. "We did a nice job

----------------------,
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on offense of getting shots off.
But it gets frustrating as a
coach to see your team
turnaround the next game
against a lesser team and not
play with any intensity.
"We have two wins. You
would think we would be
intense for every game we
play."
Kenya Green led Eastern
with 12 points while teammate LaShema Marble grabbed a team-high nine rebounds.
Eastern will return home
for a Thursday game against
Youngstown State. The Lady
Panthers gained their only
conference win of the season
earlier this year against the
Penguins in Youngstown,
Ohio.

distraction for Sox
CHICAGO (AP) - The
Chicago White Sox begin
spring training Tuesday,
and the questions manager
Gene Lamont hoped to
resolve - who's his fifth
starter, can Craig Grebeck
get more playing time and
where does Julio Franco fit
in - won't seem so important.
Forget that the White Sox
return MVP Frank Thomas
and Cy Young Award winner Jack McDowell from a
team that lost the AL playoffs to Toronto last October.
Most of the early focus
will be on a tall outfielder
wearing No. 45. Michael
Jordan wants to play baseball and the White Sox are
his team of choice.
On Tuesday, a day before
pitchers and catchers report, the White Sox open
camp at Sarasota, Fla.
Jordan will be there.
Can Jordan, four months
retired from the NBA and
playing baseball for the first
time since he was in high
school, hit major league
pitching? Will he go to the
minors for grooming? Will
his teammates, like the outspoken McDowell who has
an arbitration hearing next
week, accept him? How will
the White Sox handle the
media swarm?
The White Sox had a
warmup for the circus atmosphere a year ago when Bo
Jackson was trying to make
a comeback from hip replacement surgery.
"There will be some distractions involved. I'd like to
turn my back to it and say it
will be normal, but it won't
be," said Lamont.
"We can handle it. We
have good players. The
thing we have to make sure
is that we get the work done
that needs to be done every
day like we did last year. If
we do that we will be all
right. We have to plan
things and make sure
things don't get out of
hand." But Jordan will com-

mand even a bigger crowd of
media, fans and curiosity
seekers than Jackson.
Mere months ago Jordan
was presumably going to do
what rich retirees everywhere do - play golf and
enjoy a life free of the spotlight.
But Jordan's desire for a
challenge began to blossom
as he worked out at Comiskey Park this winter. And
he told the White Sox he
was serious about playing
baseball; it was not just a
way of keeping in shape.
Jerry Reinsdorf, the chairman of both the White Sox
and the Bulls, whom Jordan
led to three straight NBA
titles before retiring, was
supportive. No surprise
there.
"Michael likes challenges.
Michael likes to do what
people say he can't do,"
Reinsdorf said in an interview in Kansas City last
week.
"Winning three championships in a row was something that hadn't been done
for 25 years. The fourth
championship really wasn't
another plateau, so the challenge wasn't there." White
Sox general manager Ron
Schueler told the Chicago
Tribune last week that
Jordan probably would hold
three news conferences a
week during his spring tryout. Otherwise, he'll be a
regular guy.
He probably won't bat
against real major league
pitchers until Feb. 22 when
the entire squad gathers for
its first workout.
Jordan, who did not look
good in the batting cage during a public workout against
60 to 70 mph pitching a
week ago, is expected to
struggle against balls that
will come at him 20 mph
faster and with more movement.
Both Schueler and Lamont say Jordan's chances
of making the major league
roster are a "million to one."

a
Rap and the
Hip Hop
Generation.''
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oLarge (16")
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One Topping

For one pizza, it's only $7.95.
good 7Days/Wk. Cll Carry-Out&: Delivery through 3f}NJ4.

Charleston
9()') 18th Street

348-7515
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Wake Forest stuns Duke
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. (AP) - Randolph
Childress scored 22 second-half points and
Wake Forest spoiled Duke's shot at the No. 1
ranking Sunday with a 78-69 upset of the second-ranked Blue Devils.
Childress, who finished with 28 points,
almost single-handedly helped Wake Forest
take its first season-series sweep of Duke since
1983.
Duke {17-3 overall, 8-3 in the ACC) was
poised to overtake arch-rival North Carolina as
the top team in the country after the topranked Tar Heels were upset by Georgia Tech
in Chapel Hill on Saturday. Instead, Wake
Forest's top gun got going in the last 20 minutes
and the Demon Deacons puij.ed the upset.
On Jan. 13, with Duke ready to climb over
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Eastern righted the ship
though, and grabbed an
eight-point lead with 1:44
left. Louis Jordan scored on
a baseline two-hand dunk
and a bank shot in the lane
and Troy Collier hit a threepoin ter from the right corner.
The Panthers then missed
four foul shots down the
stretch, and Youngstown
scored eight unanswered
points. Penguin guard Hank
Raber hit a three-pointer
from the right corner to tie
the score at 67-all with 19
ticks left.
After an Eastern timeout,
the Panthers' attempt at
working a set play was
thwarted by the Penguin
zone. But after getting the
inbounds pass, Landrus
improvised, drivinf the lane
and drawing a fou with two
seconds left.
"We had a play - a 'Box 3'
- that we wanted to get to,"
Samuels said, "but they disrupted us by not letting us
get it to our point guard. I

the Tar Heels for No. 1, Childress hit a 3-pointer late to give the Demon Deacons a 69-68 victory. This time, Childress did the bulk of his damage from the free-throw line. He hit nine of 10
free throws in the last 3:20.
The Blue Devils attempted to stop Ckuress
by assigning Grant Hill and Antonio Lang to
guard him. That strategy paid off as Childress
scored just six points in the first half. Duke
couldn't stop Marc Blucas, and it helped keep
the Demon Deacons close.
Blucas hit all five shots he tried in the first
half for 16 points, but Hill offset that performance with 18 points before intermission.
Wake Forest (16-7, 6-4) switched defenses in
the second half, going to a zone to stop Hill. It
worked.

think when Derrick got it he
determined there wasn't
enough time so he was just
going to run the clock down
and make something happen."
Andre Rodriguez led the
Panthers with 17 points, and
Jordan scored nine of his 12
points in the second half.
Penguin guard Andre Smith
led all scorers with 27 points.
Eastern had a relatively
easy time with Austin Peay
on Thursday night. After
being down 10-8, the Panthers went on a 16-3 run
with Curtis Leib scoring 10
straight Eastern points and
the Panthers led 38-23 at the
break.
Eastern's lead ballooned
out to 23 at 56-33 midway
through the second half.
The Governors began to
chip away at the lead and
eventually worked it down to
12 at 69-57 with 4:56 remaining.
Leib then hit two free
throws and the Panthers finished the game on a 9-4 run
to close out the game.
Leib led the Panthers with
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Eastern when the Panthers visit Cleveland's
Goodman Arena at 6:30 tonight.
During the losing stretch, center Sam
Mitchell and guard Craig Caldwell missed
considerable playing time with injuries.
Mitchell is the team's leading scorer at 16.4
points per game, and Caldwell has averaged
10.1 points as the team's point guard.
To make matters worse, sophomore forward Reggie Welch quit the team earlier this
year but has since come back and has averaged 14.8 points off the bench for the Vikings.
"They're always a handful at Cleveland,
and they've had some injuries to their two

16 points and five rebounds
in 22 mim1tes.
"This is a great win," said
Leib. "We needed this one. I
thought the team came in
and we took these guys seriously.
"Nobody was thinking this
was a blow-off game. We
came in to play and I
thought for the most part,
we played well tonight."
"It seemed like we were in
command most of the game,"
said Samuels. "I think
Austin Peay was a little flatfooted. They had a five-hour
bus ride that was probably
hard to deal with."
With a double-digit lead
most of the game, Eastern
found itself in an unfamiliar
situation.
"It was like a new experience," said Rodriguez. "They
got a little spurt there in the
second half and I thought we
withstood it pretty good."
The weekend victories left
Eastern with an 11-9 overall
record and in sole possession
of fourth place in the MidContinent Conference with a
6-6 conference mark.

key players. But (Mitchell and Caldwell are)
back and playing, as well as Welch, who has
played for them in the last three games," said
Panther coach Rick Samuels. "They're certainly recovering and playing better now."
The Panthers' demise in their first meeting
with Cleveland State was a full-court press
that pressured Eastern into 22 turnovers.
Samuels said that he expects the press from
the beginning and hopes his players will
react to it.
"They had great success pressing us in the
first game, so we have to be ready to handle
that early," said Samuels. "Cleveland State's
surely going to see if we can handle it and
they're going to test us."
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ransfer student making big splash
OHN COX
writer

loves to fly, and it shows.
ff Nielsen, the men's swim
's new sensation, can't help but
e when he speaks of breaking
nal bests and talks of his goals
tern.
e 200 backstroke is what I'm
ing on for the Mideast Classic
I want to win that. I don't want
d cocky but ..."Nielsen said.
looking for a 1:55. That's really
event that I'm focusing on. I
to do good in all of the other
ts but I'm focusing on going
'bly fast in the 200."
!sen, a junior transfer student,
ting for the Panthers' all-time
200 backstroke time of 1:55.13
y Tom Hussey back in 1981.
m's best backstroker has been
g up for the past two weeks,
g to peak at the Mideast
ic. Both Nielsen and his .coach,
Padovan, think that 1:55 is an
able goal for .the meet . that
Feb. 17 in Indianapolis.
elsen's main concern is the
that the taper, a strategy used
p athletes peak at the end of
ason, will have on him, since
an's system is different than
he's used to.
!sen comes from a high school,
Park High School in Roselle,
community college, College of
e, that used a more abrupt
as opposed to Padovan's more

gradual style.
"Ray uses a three-week taper where we only swim
7 ,000 yards a day.
Back at College of
DuPage and Lake
Park, we did a twoweek taper and we
were doing 10,000
Taff Nielsen
yards a day," Nielsen said. "Right
now, I'm real tired. I'm worried
about how the taper is going to
effect us."
No muscle soreness has resulted
so far and in last week's meet at
Illinois-Chicago, Padovan said that
Nielsen put together good swims
and had his best meet of the year.
But Nielsen seemed to worry
about the taper an awful lot, considering his relaxed style.
"My big thing before a meet is
that I don't think about it. I'm really
relaxed," Nielsen said. "The best way
I've learned to go out in the backstroke is to take it out nice and
relaxed because your body wants to
go fast. It's taken me four years to
learn how to swim the 200 backstroke and I finally got the hang of
it, I think."
Nielsen's style of swi_mming the
backstroke makes him the ideal distance swimmer. Instead of a quick
"turnover," one revolution of the arm
through the water, Nielsen has a
long "stride" that makes it look as
though he's taking his time, despite

''1'IT
.
ff e were really hurting a

lot last year, as far
as numbers and talent. He came in and became
our number one backstroker."
- Ray Padovan
Eastern swimming coach
the fact that he's ahead of everyone.
"At our last meet at UIC, I got· a
lot of compliments on my turnover,"
Nielsen said. "When I swim backstroke, I get a real slow turnover. I
think it's to my advantage because it
seems like I've got more energy at
the end of the race. I grab a lot of
water when I swim."
Nielsen has grabbed a lot of attention as well.
Before Nielsen came to Eastern,
he was recruited from every direction: Northern Illinois University,
Southern Illinois University and
Western Illinois University. Nielsen
actually went to SIU first but had to
sit out because "he didn't meet some
qualifications to swim at Southern,"
according to Padovan.
"Last year, I felt like I didn't
accomplish everything I wanted to.
It was like when somebody takes
something away from you when
you're ready to get rid of it, it's like
somebody dying," Nielsen said. "I
wasn't even sure that I was going to
come back. I decided I was going to

because I didn't have any coaching
at Southern whatsoever. So I basically swam on my own when I could.
Over the summer I did a little training and then I got here. It took a
good month or two .to get back into
shape."
And Nielsen has since become one
of Eastern's most consistent swimmers this year, placing in the top
two in just about every 200 backstroke he swims. He adds a bit of
depth to the team, freeing up last
year's best backstroker Brian Huey
for other events, as well as swimming both the, 100 and 200 backstrokes and the medley relay.
· "We were really hurting a lot last
year, as far as numbers and talent.
He came in and became our number
one bac:Kstroker," Padovan said.
"Brian Huey was our number one.
Brian doesn't feel slighted from it,
but it allows me to do other things
with Brian. So it's two-fold because
he improves our backstroke and he
frees up someone else on a different
end."

ichigan _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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best in the high jump
inch in clearing 6 feet
inches, which earned
'rd place. The height
t a 114 inch shy of the
man record (6-11),
was set in 1987 by
Hamman, who also set

Thursday 17th
Memphis Blues

•y
yI

Girls
(JI

I

(II

4:11.50, which ranks him
10th on Eastern's all-time
list.
The Panthers' top performances came somewhat late
in the nine-hour long meet.
"For a while, we only had
one point," said Moore. "But
all of a sudden points started
coming in."

. The top eight places in
each event scored, but only
three other ·Panthers managed such stature. Brent
Rankin was sixth in the 800
at 1:56.52, Todd Benton tied
for eighth in the pole vault at
14-4 and Neal Trentman tied
for eighth in the high jump
at 6-8 3/4. Finally the dis-

tance medley relay finished
eighth at 10:29.91.
"We just didn't compete to
our potential," Moore said.
"Hopefully, we'll do better
next week."
The Panthers will be traveling to Champaign Saturday
to compete in a triangular at
Illinois.
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Large Selection!
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the ~urrent varsity mark of 7
feet.
Thompson now ranks fourth on Eastern's all-time list.
Nate Shaffer led the mile
for the majority of the race,
until he was kicked down the
in the final quarter. He nevertheless finished fourth, in
a personal-best time of
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Eastern extend
win streak to 3
Panthers top .500
mark with victories
By RANDY LISS
Staff writer

The Eastern men's basketball team stretched its winning streak to three games
over the weekend, defeating
Austin Peay 78-61 in Lantz
Gym Thursday night and
knocking off conference foe
Youngstown State 69-67 in
Youngstown, Ohio, Saturday
night.
In Saturday's game, Panther guard Derrick Landrus
hit two free throws with two
seconds left in regulation to
snap a 67-67 tie and hand
Eastern its third win in a

row and avenge last month's
home loss to Youngstown
State.
Conf.
The Panthers were up by
UW-Green Bay 11-1
as many as 11 points at 48Illinois-Chicago 9-2
37 with 13:33 left when YouValparaiso
9-3
ngstown threw on a 2-3 zone
EASTERN
6-6
defense that disrupted the
Northern Illinois 5-6
Eastern offense.
UW-Milwaukee 5-7
"We got good shots, the
Wright State
5-7
kind of shots we want to get
Cleveland State 4-8
in our zone offense, but they
Youngstown St. 3-9
just didn't go down for us,"
Western Illinois 2-10
Panther coach Rick Samuels
said during a postgame radio
and ensuing lay-up, and
show.
The Penguins then went ngstown had a 50-49
on a 13-1 run, which ended _with 7:25 remaining.
on a Matt McMurray steal
t Continued on Page

Team to visit Vikings tonig
By RANDY LISS
Staff writer

,
LANDON FULLER/Staff photographer
Eastern center Curtis Leib goes up for a shot Thursday
night during the Panthers' 78-61 win over Austin Peay at
Lantz Gym

How times have changed for the Vikings of
Cleveland State.
On Jan. 10, the preseason Mid-Continent
Conference favorite came into Lantz Gym
and defeated the Panthers soundly, 71-56,
and upped its conference record to 2-0.

Since then, the Vikings have lost se
their last eight games, including an ug
54 home loss to league doormat We
Illinois Jan. 29. That has left Cleveland
with a 7-13 overall record and a 4-8
ence mark.
The Vikings will put that record up
• Continued on Page 14

Michigan teams rule CCC track me
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

·

The men's track team traveled to ''We just didn't compete to our potential HopeMichigan University this weekend
thinking it was to take part in the fitlly, we'll do better next week."
Central Collegiate Conference meet.
-Neil Moore
However, upon their arrival, the
Men's track coach
Panthers found themselves in the
midst of a would-be Michigan state
championship.
in the top five.
Head coach Neil Moore said
Michigan schools dominated the
Eastern Michigan scored a nar- Eastern's performance was "disapcompetition at the CCC indoor row victory over Michigan, 138 1/2 pointing" overall, citing injury and
championships, as they usually do. _points to 137 1/2, which was decid- illness that kept the team from its
But they reigned supreme even ed in the final event Saturday, the true potential. But he also noted
more so this time, as four schools mile relay. The Panthers placed sev- some outstanding individual perforfrom the Great Lakes State finished enth with 33 1/3 points.
mances as well.

Senior sprinter Obadiah C
and freshmen Kert McAfee an
Thompson led the way fo
Panthers, as all scored third
in their respective events.
Cooper ran 6.38 seconds for
place in the 55-meter dash
later placed sixth in the 2
22.24 as well.
McAfee won his section oft
at 49.49, as was the case t
weeks ago at the Illinois
Invitational, but two runners ·
next section narrowly beat his
leaving him third.
Thompson upped his indoo
.r. Continued on Page 15

Lady Panthers drop 2 more Schuette, Scheuer

By RYAN GIUSTI
Sports editor

One statistic for the Eastern women's basketball team from Saturday's conference road
matchup with Wisconsin-Milwaukee told the
story.
The Lady Panthers had a first-half shooting percentage of 22 percent.
Plus, if you take out guard Nicky Polka's 4for-6 shooting in the first 20 minutes, the rest
of the Lady Panthers shot 4-for-31, or 13 percent.
The result of the cold shooting was a 23point deficit at halftime and an 80-58 loss to
the Panthers of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
"We looked sluggish defensively, showed no
intensity and rebounded poorly in the first
half," Eastern coach John Klein said. "Tie
that in with a bad shooting percentage, and
you've got a real bad half."

John Klein

The Lady Panthers turned things around in the second half, outscoring Wisconsin-Milwaukee 39-38,
but it was not enough to
make up for the first half as
Eastern dropped to 2-18
overall and 1-12 in the MidContinent Conference.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
upped its record to 8-12
overall and 6-7 in the lea-

gue.
"We're the type of team that can't afford to
get down by 20 points," Klein said.
Polka was one of a few bright spots in the
game for Eastern. The junior from Greendale,
Wis., scored a season-high 15 points, and
added eight assists and four steals.
"Nicky is without a doubt a solid Division I
• Continued on Page 13

EIU scholar-athlet
Eastern golfer Jeff Schuette and swimmer Ronae
Scheuer have been chosen as
the university's male and
female scholar-athletes of
the year, respectively.
The two are now eligible
for the Mid-Continent Conference's True ValuelScholarAthlete of the Year awards,
for which all Mid-Con schools nominate one male and
one female athlete.
Schuette, a senior speech
communication major, has
compiled a 3.83 grade-point

av_erage and is an

a~c

